Clinical profile of ITP in Children: A single center study
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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Idiopathic thrombocytopenia (ITP) is the most common bleeding
disorder in children, characterized by immune mediated platelets destruction.
Objective: The aim is to determine the clinical features, treatment and outcomes of
children with ITP.
PATIENTS AND METHODS:
The files of 165 pediatric patients diagnosed and treated between January 1997 and
September 2005 were retrospectively reviewed; data abstracted including age, gender,
presenting clinical features, laboratory findings and treatment outcome.
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INTRODUCTION:
Idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura (ITP)
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Result
One hundred

sixty five patients were

One hundred fifty one patients received

identified in this retrospective study. There

treatment. Steroids are given to (123)
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patients with response rate of (89.4%).

(m: f = 1.5:1). Figure 1. The median age
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Figure 1. Sex distribution of children

steroids reduced or stopped.

with ITP

IVIG in (61) patients out of them 46

The

most

common

presenting features

were purpura 153 (92.7%) manifested as
petechial rash and /or ecchymosis; 61
patients (36.9%) presented with epistaxis,
29 patients (17.5%) with gum bleed, 6
patients (3.7%) with hematuria and one
child with bloody diarrhea. Acute viral
illness preceding this illness was reported
in forty-seven children (28%) of ITP

Majority of the cases (97%) have platelet
count less than 20,000/μL with the mean
13,000/µL and most of the cases were
by

peripheral

blood

then
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Overall 140 patients (84%) recovered completely.
Total number
No response Sustained response Response
13
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)%89( 110
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2
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9
Table (1) response of treatment of ITP
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Steroids
IVIG
multiple
splenectomy
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those, 110 (89.4%) responded. This result

suggestive
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Conclusion
ITP in children has a good prognosis. Only

thrombocytopenia and serious bleeding is

a small number of children end up with

not common. Giving treating is usually

chronic

based upon clinical feature. Either of the

type
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treatment modalities can be used, but in

and/or IVIG, Splenectomy can be effective

severe and unresponsive cases to steroid

in some resistant cases.
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